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Mapping Project.; ; Map of broad floristic types for the Lower North East NSW CRA
region. Mapping followed conventional API techniques to record broad floristic groups
and eucalypt subformations on clear plastic overlays at a scale of 1:25 000. The
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Lineage Mapping followed traditional API techniques and formulated specifications to capture the
information on clear plastic overlays at a scale of 1:25,000 (except for five 1:50,000
mapsheets). The information exists as an alpha-numeric code string, reflecting the floristic
composition of the canopy. Overlays were then scanned and converted into a rectified,
attributed, topographically correct digital dataset. Photo information was compiled into
1:100,000 tiles for the project area. ; ; In September 2001 RACD completed the Geographic
Information System (GIS) products for UNE and LNE CRAFTI floristic mapping. These
products included CRAFTI floristic mapping coverages and accompanying floristic
description lookup spreadsheets for UNE and LNE CRA study areas. ; ; The final CRAFTI
floristic coverages contain a mosaic of pre-existing vegetation mapping (or ancillary data)
and CRAFTI API defined mapping. As such separate lookup spreadsheets were used for each
source of floristic mapping. (see Appendices 2 & 7 of UNE and 1, 2 & 7 of LNE "Completion
of GIS Products For The Upper (and Lower) North East CRAFTI Structural And Floristic
Layers" reports) These lookup spreadsheets provided floristic descriptions specific to the
origin of the mapping. However, the resolution of floristic mapping and descriptions varied
between and within each mapping source. This made direct comparisons between floristic
mapping polygons difficult, both between and within different mapping sources. To
successfully make these comparisons a series of lookup tables had to be interrogated.; ; The
purpose of this exercise was to allow the user to view the floristic mapping and descriptions
in a more meaningful way. This was done by giving the user improved access to the
available range of floristic descriptions for each polygon. Thereby allowing meaningful
comparisons to made between polygons of the same and different mapping origins.;
Integration of datasets; ; Ancillary mapping included detailed vegetation descriptions, in
most cases to Research Note 17 (RN17) Forest Type (FT) mapping classification system, but
in some datasets a more refined level of classification was used including dominant and
subdominant species / understorey species. In cases where this more detailed mapping has
been incorporated, RN17 equivalent forest types have been assigned to these detailed
mapping classes (these had previously been assigned as part of the forest ecosystem
modelling project). (for maps defining the resolution of mapping data see appendix 1a and
1b); ; CRAFTI mapped rainforest and other special features across the whole of the study
area. In areas where RN17 or more detailed mapping existed and CRAFTI mapped rainforest
and other special features the CRAFTI mapping took precedence over any pre-existing
mapping. For areas where there was no existing eucalypt or related species mapping (RN17
or more detailed mapping) the CRAFTI project mapped eucalypt and related species forests.
Eucalypt forests were mapped at subformation and/or community level. Rainforest was
consistently mapped across both UNE and LNE and included forest emergents and site
based disturbance features.; ; Special features were mapped across UNE and parts of LNE
including Coffs Harbour, Dorrigo, Ebor and Guyra (east of the New England Highway)
1:100,000 mapsheets to formation and subformation levels. For the remaining area of LNE
(north of the Hunter River) special features were mapped to broader formation and
subformation levels due to changes in the specifications during the CRAFTI mapping
project.; ; Sorting the data for presentation; ; For any one polygon, the level of floristic
mapping could vary in resolution from formation to subformation (for special feature
mapping) or subformation to community (for Eucalypt and related species mapping) to
RN17 FTs or a more detailed classification. The CRAFTI specifications grouped RN17 FTs for
eucalypt and related species into broad communities, which in turn were grouped into the
broader subformation classification. Therefore, it was decided to attribute each polygon with
each level of resolution that existed within the database for that polygon.; ; CRAFTI
specifications for Eucalypt and related species mapping have already dictated that
subformation mapping were defined as level 2 and community mapping as level 3. As RN17
FT mapping was more detailed than CRAFTI level 3 mapping it would be referred to as level
4 and any mapping, more detailed than RN17, from other ancillary data sources, would be
referred to as level 5.; ; For CRAFTI special feature mapping the UNE level of resolution was
adopted as level 3 and the LNE level of resolution adopted as level 2. In this way the broader
level of special feature mapping used across LNE could be applied across UNE allowing both
study areas to be compared at level 2. (see appendix 2); ; Non eucalypt and related species
RN17 FTs were assigned to CRAFTI subformation and community level special features. In
some cases RN17 FTs were broader than existing CRAFTI level 3 descriptions but still more
detailed than CRAFTI level 2 descriptions. Here CRAFTI level 3 descriptions were
amalgamated into a new description to allow these RN17 FTs to be mapped at level 3. (see
appendix 3); ; RN 17 Forest Types outside the CRAFTI classification system; ; Several RN17
FTs which occurred in the data did not fit into the existing CRAFTI classification system and
as such could not be assigned CRAFTI level 3 or 2 descriptions. Unassigned RN17 FTs
included those which have a new code with no description, those with a new code and new
description and those with existing codes and descriptions, all of which don't fit into the
existing CRAFTI classification system.; These RN17 FTs were all assigned the level 3 and
level 2 description of "unknown".
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